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this book presents a mathematical programming approach to the analysis of
production frontiers and efficiency measurement the authors construct a variety
of production frontiers and by measuring distances to them are able to develop
a model of efficient producer behaviour and a taxonomy of possible types of
departure from efficiency in various environments linear programming is used as
an analytical and computational technique in order to accomplish this the
approach developed is then applied to modelling producer behaviour by focusing
on the empirical relevance of production frontiers and distances to them and
applying linear programming techniques to artificial data to illustrate the
type of information they can generate this book provides a unique study in
applied production analysis it will be of interest to scholars and students of
economics and operations research and analysts in business and government
measuring productive efficiency for nonprofit organizations has posed a great
challenge to applied researchers today the problem has many facets and diverse
implications for a number of disciplines such as economics applied statistics
management science and information theory this monograph discusses four major
areas which emphasize the applied economic and econometric as pects of the
production frontier analysis a stochastic frontier theory b data envelopment
analysis c clustering and estimation theory d economic and managerial
applications besides containing an up to date survey of the mos t recent
developments in the field the monograph presents several new results and
theorems from my own research these include but are not limited to the
following 1 interface with parametric theory 2 minimax and robust concepts of
production frontier 3 game theoretic extension of the farrell and johansen
models 4 optimal clustering techniques for data envelopment analysis and 5 the
dynamic and stochastic generalizations of the efficiency frontier at the micro
and macro levels in my research work in this field i have received great
support and inspiration from professor abraham charnes of the university of
texas at austin who has basically founded the technique of data envelopment
analysis developed it and is still expanding it my interactions with him have
been most fruitful and productive i am deeply grateful to him finally i must
record my deep appreciation to my wife and two children for their loving and
enduring support but for their support this work would not have been completed
this book extends the efficiency literature to the case of intertemporal models
first the authors introduce static network models which serve as building
blocks for the intertemporal budgeting models and the dynamic models next the
authors devote two chapters to productivity measurements which are considered
as comparative static models intertemporal budgeting models and dynamic models
are taken up subsequently each chapter except the first contains empirical
applications measuring productive efficiency for nonprofit organizations has
posed a great challenge to applied researchers today the problem has many
facets and diverse implications for a number of disciplines such as economics
applied statistics management science and information theory this monograph
discusses four major areas which emphasize the applied economic and econometric
as pects of the production frontier analysis a stochastic frontier theory b
data envelopment analysis c clustering and estimation theory d economic and
managerial applications besides containing an up to date survey of the mos t
recent developments in the field the monograph presents several new results and
theorems from my own research these include but are not limited to the
following 1 interface with parametric theory 2 minimax and robust concepts of
production frontier 3 game theoretic extension of the farrell and johansen
models 4 optimal clustering techniques for data envelopment analysis and 5 the
dynamic and stochastic generalizations of the efficiency frontier at the micro
and macro levels in my research work in this field i have received great
support and inspiration from professor abraham charnes of the university of
texas at austin who has basically founded the technique of data envelopment
analysis developed it and is still expanding it my interactions with him have
been most fruitful and productive i am deeply grateful to him finally i must
record my deep appreciation to my wife and two children for their loving and
enduring support but for their support this work would not have been completed
this book develops econometric techniques for the estimation of production cost
and profit frontiers and for the estimation of the technical and economic
efficiency with which producers approach these frontiers since these frontiers
envelop rather than intersect the data and since the authors continue to
maintain the traditional econometric belief in the presence of external forces
contributing to random statistical noise the work is titled stochastic frontier
analysis hb isbn 2000 0 521 48184 8 this book provides a detailed introduction
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to the theoretical and methodological foundations of production efficiency
analysis using benchmarking two of the more popular methods of efficiency
evaluation are stochastic frontier analysis sfa and data envelopment analysis
dea both of which are based on the concept of a production possibility set and
its frontier depending on the assumed objectives of the decision making unit a
production cost or profit frontier is constructed from observed data on input
and output quantities and prices while sfa uses different maximum likelihood
estimation techniques to estimate a parametric frontier dea relies on
mathematical programming to create a nonparametric frontier yet another
alternative is the convex nonparametric frontier which is based on the assumed
convexity of the production possibility set and creates a piecewise linear
frontier consisting of a number of tangent hyper planes three of the papers in
this volume provide a detailed and relatively easy to follow exposition of the
underlying theory from neoclassical production economics and offer step by step
instructions on the appropriate model to apply in different contexts and how to
implement them of particular appeal are the instructions on i how to write the
codes for different sfa models on stata ii how to write a vba macro for
repetitive solution of the dea problem for each production unit on excel solver
and iii how to write the codes for the nonparametric convex frontier estimation
the three other papers in the volume are primarily theoretical and will be of
interest to phd students and researchers hoping to make methodological and
conceptual contributions to the field of nonparametric efficiency analysis this
introduction to modern business cycle theory uses a neoclassical growth
framework to study the economic fluctuations associated with the business cycle
presenting advances in dynamic economic theory and computational methods it
applies concepts to t originally published in 1992 and based on two theoretical
approaches the global commodity chain and the global production network this
book investigates the multitude of processes as well as diverse consequences of
global integration upon industries regions enterprises and employees in doing
so it draws from the experience of western and eastern and south eastern europe
these european cases are complemented with evidence from kenya thailand as well
as us china india and mexico the book explores multiple causes of
decentralization arguing beyond the pursuit of cheap and adaptable labour it
goes on to argue that the effects of delocalization within europe unlike those
in the rest of the developed world are less negative than usually portrayed it
concludes by putting forward recommendations for best future practice of
successful adjustment strategies and examines how these might be adopted
elsewhere in the world this book provides practitioners with a step by step
guide on how to conduct efficiency analysis using the stochastic frontier
approach in this paper we consider the stochastic ray production function that
has been revived recently by henningsen et al 2017 we use a profit maximizing
framework to resolve endogeneity problems that are likely to arise as in all
distance functions and we derive the system of equations after incorporating
technical inefficiency as technical inefficiency enters non trivially into the
system of equations and the jacobian is highly complicated we propose monte
carlo methods of inference we illustrate the new approach using us banking data
and we also address the problems of missing prices and selection of ordering
for outputs this study documents a strong inverse relationship between accident
rates and production in a sample of eleven firms in the same narrowly defined
industry classification given the detailed set of input controls and controls
for plant specific and time specific factors used in the analysis the study
argues that a theoretical framework that describes firms as operating on well
defined production frontiers is not adequate for providing an entirely accurate
interpretation of the basic empirical finding three elaborations to the basic
production frontier framework are developed and used to interpret the accident
productivity relationship frontier assemblages offers a new framework for
thinking about resource frontiers in asia presents an empirical understanding
of resource frontiers and provides tools for broader engagements and linkages
filled with rich ethnographic and historical case studies and contains
contributions from noted scholars in the field explores the political ecology
of extraction expansion and production in marginal spaces in asia maps the
flows frictions interests and imaginations that accumulate in asia to
transformative effect brings together noted anthropologists geographers and
sociologists this work focuses on measuring and explaining producer performance
the authors view performance as a function of the state of technology and
economic efficiency with the former defining a frontier relation between inputs
and outputs the former incorporating waste and misallocation relative to this
frontier they show that insights can be gained by allowing for the possibility
of a divergence between the economic objective and actual performance and by
associating this inefficiency with causal variables subject to managerial or
policy influence derived from a series of lectures held on techniques and
applications of the three approaches to the construction of production
frontiers and measure of efficiency this work will be an essential reference to
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scholars of a variety of disciplines who are involved with quantitative methods
or policy this book surveys the state of the art in efficiency and productivity
analysis examining advances in the analytical foundations and empirical
applications the analytical techniques developed in this book for efficiency
provide alternative ways of defining optimum outcome sets typically as a
technical production frontier or as an economic cost revenue or profit frontier
and alternative ways of measuring efficiency relative to an appropriate
frontier simultaneously the analytical techniques developed for efficiency
analysis extend directly to productivity analysis thereby providing alternative
methods for estimating productivity levels and productivity change through time
or productivity variation across producers this book includes chapters using
data envelopment analysis dea or stochastic frontier analysis sfa as
quantitative techniques capable of measuring efficiency and productivity across
the book s 15 chapters it broadly extends into popular application areas
including agriculture banking and finance and municipal performance and
relatively new application areas including corporate social responsibility the
value of intangible assets land consolidation and the measurement of economic
well being the chapters also cover topics such as permutation tests for
production frontier shifts new indices of total factor productivity and also
randomized controlled trials and production frontiers this paper explores an
alternate experimental measure of multifactor productivity growth based on the
production frontier a method that benchmarks observed units firms or industries
against an estimated best practice production frontier this estimated frontier
specifies the maximum possible output that can be produced from different
combinations of inputs based on the observed input output mixes of sampled
industries or firms benchmarking each unit against such a frontier generates a
relative measure of its efficiency compared to what is theoretically possible
by following best practice this measure is based on distance from the estimated
production frontier this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work
is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work
as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as
a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant archaeology of frontiers boundaries abares
research report 11 5 economic development has long been acknowledged for its
beneficial effects on human well being in the context of economic globalization
and vertical specialization increasing the quality of export products is more
critical and necessary to export success and sustainable development the
product s quality is inextricably linked to its manufacture and production
which need various types of energy and raw materials meanwhile the adoption of
more environmentally friendly and cleaner energy sources contributes to the
achievement of sustainable production therefore product quality may provide a
new perspective from which to investigate the systematic relationship between
greener and renewable energy sources sustainable production and environmental
regulations as well as the nature of export competitiveness generally export
product quality has referred to the quality of manufactured products within the
product lines quality refers to the relative price of a country s varieties
within their respective product lines product sophistication assesses the
composition of the aggregate exports different varieties of same product as per
quality level are being produced by several developing and emerging economies
within any given product line quality converges both conditionally and
unconditionally to the world s benchmark increases in institutional quality and
human capital are associated with faster quality upgrading in turn faster
growth in quality is associated with more rapid output growth throughout much
of history a critical driving force behind global economic development has been
the response of society to the scarcity of key natural resources increasing
scarcity raises the cost of exploiting existing natural resources and creates
incentives in all economies to innovate and conserve more of these resources
however economies have also responded to increasing scarcity by obtaining and
developing more of these resources since the agricultural transition over 12
000 years ago this exploitation of new frontiers has often proved to be a
pivotal human response to natural resource scarcity this book provides a
fascinating account of the contribution that natural resource exploitation has
made to economic development in key eras of world history this not only fills
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an important gap in the literature on economic history but also shows how we
can draw lessons from these past epochs for attaining sustainable economic
development in the world today the volume examines the state of the art of
productivity and efficiency analysis it brings together a selection of the best
papers from the 10th north american productivity workshop by analyzing world
wide perspectives on challenges that local economies and institutions may face
when changes in productivity are observed readers can quickly assess the impact
of productivity measurement productivity growth dynamics of productivity change
measures of labor productivity measures of technical efficiency in different
sectors frontier analysis measures of performance industry instability and
spillover effects the contributions in this volume focus on the theory and
application of economics econometrics statistics management science and
operational research related to problems in the areas of productivity and
efficiency measurement popular techniques and methodologies including
stochastic frontier analysis and data envelopment analysis are represented
chapters also cover broader issues related to measuring understanding
incentivizing and improving the productivity and performance of firms public
services and industries excerpt from fuzzy frontiers of production evidence of
persistent inefficiency in safety expenditures this study documents a strong
inverse relationship between accident rates and production in a sample of
eleven firms in the same narrowly defined industry classification given the
detailed set of input controls and controls for plant specific and time
specific factors used in the analysis the study argues that a theoretical
framework that describes firms as operating on well defined production
frontiers is not adequate for providing an entirely accurate interpretation of
the basic empirical finding three elaborations to the basic production frontier
framework are developed and used to interpret the accident productivity
relationship about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works model selection linear models
multiple equation models



Production Frontiers 1994 this book presents a mathematical programming
approach to the analysis of production frontiers and efficiency measurement the
authors construct a variety of production frontiers and by measuring distances
to them are able to develop a model of efficient producer behaviour and a
taxonomy of possible types of departure from efficiency in various environments
linear programming is used as an analytical and computational technique in
order to accomplish this the approach developed is then applied to modelling
producer behaviour by focusing on the empirical relevance of production
frontiers and distances to them and applying linear programming techniques to
artificial data to illustrate the type of information they can generate this
book provides a unique study in applied production analysis it will be of
interest to scholars and students of economics and operations research and
analysts in business and government
Efficiency Analysis by Production Frontiers 2012-12-06 measuring productive
efficiency for nonprofit organizations has posed a great challenge to applied
researchers today the problem has many facets and diverse implications for a
number of disciplines such as economics applied statistics management science
and information theory this monograph discusses four major areas which
emphasize the applied economic and econometric as pects of the production
frontier analysis a stochastic frontier theory b data envelopment analysis c
clustering and estimation theory d economic and managerial applications besides
containing an up to date survey of the mos t recent developments in the field
the monograph presents several new results and theorems from my own research
these include but are not limited to the following 1 interface with parametric
theory 2 minimax and robust concepts of production frontier 3 game theoretic
extension of the farrell and johansen models 4 optimal clustering techniques
for data envelopment analysis and 5 the dynamic and stochastic generalizations
of the efficiency frontier at the micro and macro levels in my research work in
this field i have received great support and inspiration from professor abraham
charnes of the university of texas at austin who has basically founded the
technique of data envelopment analysis developed it and is still expanding it
my interactions with him have been most fruitful and productive i am deeply
grateful to him finally i must record my deep appreciation to my wife and two
children for their loving and enduring support but for their support this work
would not have been completed
Intertemporal Production Frontiers: With Dynamic DEA 2012-12-06 this book
extends the efficiency literature to the case of intertemporal models first the
authors introduce static network models which serve as building blocks for the
intertemporal budgeting models and the dynamic models next the authors devote
two chapters to productivity measurements which are considered as comparative
static models intertemporal budgeting models and dynamic models are taken up
subsequently each chapter except the first contains empirical applications
Efficiency Analysis by Production Frontiers 1988-12-31 measuring productive
efficiency for nonprofit organizations has posed a great challenge to applied
researchers today the problem has many facets and diverse implications for a
number of disciplines such as economics applied statistics management science
and information theory this monograph discusses four major areas which
emphasize the applied economic and econometric as pects of the production
frontier analysis a stochastic frontier theory b data envelopment analysis c
clustering and estimation theory d economic and managerial applications besides
containing an up to date survey of the mos t recent developments in the field
the monograph presents several new results and theorems from my own research
these include but are not limited to the following 1 interface with parametric
theory 2 minimax and robust concepts of production frontier 3 game theoretic
extension of the farrell and johansen models 4 optimal clustering techniques
for data envelopment analysis and 5 the dynamic and stochastic generalizations
of the efficiency frontier at the micro and macro levels in my research work in
this field i have received great support and inspiration from professor abraham
charnes of the university of texas at austin who has basically founded the
technique of data envelopment analysis developed it and is still expanding it
my interactions with him have been most fruitful and productive i am deeply
grateful to him finally i must record my deep appreciation to my wife and two
children for their loving and enduring support but for their support this work
would not have been completed
Intertemporal Production Frontiers 1996-04-30 this book develops econometric
techniques for the estimation of production cost and profit frontiers and for
the estimation of the technical and economic efficiency with which producers
approach these frontiers since these frontiers envelop rather than intersect
the data and since the authors continue to maintain the traditional econometric
belief in the presence of external forces contributing to random statistical
noise the work is titled stochastic frontier analysis hb isbn 2000 0 521 48184
8
Stochastic Frontier Analysis 2003-03-10 this book provides a detailed



introduction to the theoretical and methodological foundations of production
efficiency analysis using benchmarking two of the more popular methods of
efficiency evaluation are stochastic frontier analysis sfa and data envelopment
analysis dea both of which are based on the concept of a production possibility
set and its frontier depending on the assumed objectives of the decision making
unit a production cost or profit frontier is constructed from observed data on
input and output quantities and prices while sfa uses different maximum
likelihood estimation techniques to estimate a parametric frontier dea relies
on mathematical programming to create a nonparametric frontier yet another
alternative is the convex nonparametric frontier which is based on the assumed
convexity of the production possibility set and creates a piecewise linear
frontier consisting of a number of tangent hyper planes three of the papers in
this volume provide a detailed and relatively easy to follow exposition of the
underlying theory from neoclassical production economics and offer step by step
instructions on the appropriate model to apply in different contexts and how to
implement them of particular appeal are the instructions on i how to write the
codes for different sfa models on stata ii how to write a vba macro for
repetitive solution of the dea problem for each production unit on excel solver
and iii how to write the codes for the nonparametric convex frontier estimation
the three other papers in the volume are primarily theoretical and will be of
interest to phd students and researchers hoping to make methodological and
conceptual contributions to the field of nonparametric efficiency analysis
Benchmarking for Performance Evaluation 2015-03-25 this introduction to modern
business cycle theory uses a neoclassical growth framework to study the
economic fluctuations associated with the business cycle presenting advances in
dynamic economic theory and computational methods it applies concepts to t
Frontier production functions : some reflections 1979 originally published in
1992 and based on two theoretical approaches the global commodity chain and the
global production network this book investigates the multitude of processes as
well as diverse consequences of global integration upon industries regions
enterprises and employees in doing so it draws from the experience of western
and eastern and south eastern europe these european cases are complemented with
evidence from kenya thailand as well as us china india and mexico the book
explores multiple causes of decentralization arguing beyond the pursuit of
cheap and adaptable labour it goes on to argue that the effects of
delocalization within europe unlike those in the rest of the developed world
are less negative than usually portrayed it concludes by putting forward
recommendations for best future practice of successful adjustment strategies
and examines how these might be adopted elsewhere in the world
Frontier Production Functions and Technical Efficiency 1991 this book provides
practitioners with a step by step guide on how to conduct efficiency analysis
using the stochastic frontier approach
Frontier Production Function 1993 in this paper we consider the stochastic ray
production function that has been revived recently by henningsen et al 2017 we
use a profit maximizing framework to resolve endogeneity problems that are
likely to arise as in all distance functions and we derive the system of
equations after incorporating technical inefficiency as technical inefficiency
enters non trivially into the system of equations and the jacobian is highly
complicated we propose monte carlo methods of inference we illustrate the new
approach using us banking data and we also address the problems of missing
prices and selection of ordering for outputs
Frontiers of Business Cycle Research 1995-02-26 this study documents a strong
inverse relationship between accident rates and production in a sample of
eleven firms in the same narrowly defined industry classification given the
detailed set of input controls and controls for plant specific and time
specific factors used in the analysis the study argues that a theoretical
framework that describes firms as operating on well defined production
frontiers is not adequate for providing an entirely accurate interpretation of
the basic empirical finding three elaborations to the basic production frontier
framework are developed and used to interpret the accident productivity
relationship
Stochastic Production Frontier in the Taiwan Electronics Industry 1991 frontier
assemblages offers a new framework for thinking about resource frontiers in
asia presents an empirical understanding of resource frontiers and provides
tools for broader engagements and linkages filled with rich ethnographic and
historical case studies and contains contributions from noted scholars in the
field explores the political ecology of extraction expansion and production in
marginal spaces in asia maps the flows frictions interests and imaginations
that accumulate in asia to transformative effect brings together noted
anthropologists geographers and sociologists
Measuring Absolute Technical Efficiencies from Multi-product Production
Frontiers 1986 this work focuses on measuring and explaining producer
performance the authors view performance as a function of the state of



technology and economic efficiency with the former defining a frontier relation
between inputs and outputs the former incorporating waste and misallocation
relative to this frontier they show that insights can be gained by allowing for
the possibility of a divergence between the economic objective and actual
performance and by associating this inefficiency with causal variables subject
to managerial or policy influence derived from a series of lectures held on
techniques and applications of the three approaches to the construction of
production frontiers and measure of efficiency this work will be an essential
reference to scholars of a variety of disciplines who are involved with
quantitative methods or policy
Application of Stochastic Frontier Model on Agriculture 2012 this book surveys
the state of the art in efficiency and productivity analysis examining advances
in the analytical foundations and empirical applications the analytical
techniques developed in this book for efficiency provide alternative ways of
defining optimum outcome sets typically as a technical production frontier or
as an economic cost revenue or profit frontier and alternative ways of
measuring efficiency relative to an appropriate frontier simultaneously the
analytical techniques developed for efficiency analysis extend directly to
productivity analysis thereby providing alternative methods for estimating
productivity levels and productivity change through time or productivity
variation across producers this book includes chapters using data envelopment
analysis dea or stochastic frontier analysis sfa as quantitative techniques
capable of measuring efficiency and productivity across the book s 15 chapters
it broadly extends into popular application areas including agriculture banking
and finance and municipal performance and relatively new application areas
including corporate social responsibility the value of intangible assets land
consolidation and the measurement of economic well being the chapters also
cover topics such as permutation tests for production frontier shifts new
indices of total factor productivity and also randomized controlled trials and
production frontiers
The Moving Frontier 2019-05-31 this paper explores an alternate experimental
measure of multifactor productivity growth based on the production frontier a
method that benchmarks observed units firms or industries against an estimated
best practice production frontier this estimated frontier specifies the maximum
possible output that can be produced from different combinations of inputs
based on the observed input output mixes of sampled industries or firms
benchmarking each unit against such a frontier generates a relative measure of
its efficiency compared to what is theoretically possible by following best
practice this measure is based on distance from the estimated production
frontier
A Practitioner's Guide to Stochastic Frontier Analysis Using Stata 2015-02-02
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
Estimating Stochastic Ray Production Frontiers 2019 archaeology of frontiers
boundaries
Fuzzy Frontiers of Production 1984 abares research report 11 5
Frontier Assemblages 2019-02-26 economic development has long been acknowledged
for its beneficial effects on human well being in the context of economic
globalization and vertical specialization increasing the quality of export
products is more critical and necessary to export success and sustainable
development the product s quality is inextricably linked to its manufacture and
production which need various types of energy and raw materials meanwhile the
adoption of more environmentally friendly and cleaner energy sources
contributes to the achievement of sustainable production therefore product
quality may provide a new perspective from which to investigate the systematic
relationship between greener and renewable energy sources sustainable
production and environmental regulations as well as the nature of export
competitiveness generally export product quality has referred to the quality of
manufactured products within the product lines quality refers to the relative
price of a country s varieties within their respective product lines product



sophistication assesses the composition of the aggregate exports different
varieties of same product as per quality level are being produced by several
developing and emerging economies within any given product line quality
converges both conditionally and unconditionally to the world s benchmark
increases in institutional quality and human capital are associated with faster
quality upgrading in turn faster growth in quality is associated with more
rapid output growth
The Measurement of Productive Efficiency 1993-04-22 throughout much of history
a critical driving force behind global economic development has been the
response of society to the scarcity of key natural resources increasing
scarcity raises the cost of exploiting existing natural resources and creates
incentives in all economies to innovate and conserve more of these resources
however economies have also responded to increasing scarcity by obtaining and
developing more of these resources since the agricultural transition over 12
000 years ago this exploitation of new frontiers has often proved to be a
pivotal human response to natural resource scarcity this book provides a
fascinating account of the contribution that natural resource exploitation has
made to economic development in key eras of world history this not only fills
an important gap in the literature on economic history but also shows how we
can draw lessons from these past epochs for attaining sustainable economic
development in the world today
Estimating Variable Returns to Scale Production Frontiers with Alternative
Stochastic Assumptions 2003 the volume examines the state of the art of
productivity and efficiency analysis it brings together a selection of the best
papers from the 10th north american productivity workshop by analyzing world
wide perspectives on challenges that local economies and institutions may face
when changes in productivity are observed readers can quickly assess the impact
of productivity measurement productivity growth dynamics of productivity change
measures of labor productivity measures of technical efficiency in different
sectors frontier analysis measures of performance industry instability and
spillover effects the contributions in this volume focus on the theory and
application of economics econometrics statistics management science and
operational research related to problems in the areas of productivity and
efficiency measurement popular techniques and methodologies including
stochastic frontier analysis and data envelopment analysis are represented
chapters also cover broader issues related to measuring understanding
incentivizing and improving the productivity and performance of firms public
services and industries
Advances in Efficiency and Productivity II 2020-07-20 excerpt from fuzzy
frontiers of production evidence of persistent inefficiency in safety
expenditures this study documents a strong inverse relationship between
accident rates and production in a sample of eleven firms in the same narrowly
defined industry classification given the detailed set of input controls and
controls for plant specific and time specific factors used in the analysis the
study argues that a theoretical framework that describes firms as operating on
well defined production frontiers is not adequate for providing an entirely
accurate interpretation of the basic empirical finding three elaborations to
the basic production frontier framework are developed and used to interpret the
accident productivity relationship about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish
or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Frontier Production Functions, Technical Efficiency and Panel Data 1991 model
selection linear models multiple equation models
Estimation of Stochastic Frontier Production Functions with Time-varying
Parameters and Technical Efficiencies Using Panel Data from Indian Villages
1992
Forest in India 1985
Applications of Modern Production Theory 2012-12-06
A Frontier Approach to Canada-U.S. Multifactor Productivity Performance 2003
Frontier 96: Nuclear Physics Frontiers With Electroweak Probes - Proceedings Of
Xv Rcnp Osaka International Symposium 1996-10-25
Fuzzy Frontiers of Production 2015-09-09
Archaeology of Frontiers & Boundaries 2014-06-28
Productivity Pathways 2011
On the Estimation of Production Frontiers 1975
Export Product Quality, Renewable Energy, and Sustainable Production 2023-09-12
A Frontier Approach to Canada-U.S. Multifactor Producivity Performance



2003-01-01
Integrating Soil Science Into Agricultural Production Frontiers 2012
Frontier production functions and technical progress : a study of general milk
processing in swedish dairy plants 1979
Scarcity and Frontiers 2010-12-23
Advances in Efficiency and Productivity Analysis 2020-10-21
Fuzzy Frontiers of Production 2015-08-05
Frontiers in Econometrics 1974
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